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Abstract
We derive anticommutators of supercharges with a brane charge for a D-particle
in AdS2×S2 and pp-wave backgrounds. A coset GL(2|2)/(GL(1))4 and its Penrose
limit are used with the supermatrix-valued coordinates for the AdS and the pp-
wave spaces respectively. The brane charges have position dependence, and can be
absorbed into bosonic generators by shift of momenta which results in closure of
the superalgebras.
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1 Introduction
Recently brane dynamics in curved backgrounds are examined extensively motivated by
the AdS/CFT correspondence [1] and its pp-wave limit [2] and [3]. The study of super-
strings in AdS spaces has been started in earlier works [4, 5, 6], and further developed
to pp-wave spaces [7] and to D-branes [8, 9]. Branes are characterized by brane charges
in superalgebras which are topological [10, 11]. Superalgebras manifest non-perturbative
dualities [12] and present solitonic solutions systematically [13]. In general a superalgebra
is uniquely obtained coordinate independently, while Killing spinor equations are coordi-
nate dependent where there are several different coordinate systems in curved spaces. So
it will give better outlook to examine superalgebras with brane charges in curved spaces
also. For a flat background p-brane charges are center [12], and classified by non-trivial
elements of the Chevalley-Eilenberg (CE) cohomology [14]. However it is unclear whether
these properties are common in curved spaces; any p-form charges (except scalars) can
not be centers in these backgrounds, and string charges in AdS space are given as trivial
elements of CE cohomology [15, 16, 17, 18, 19].
There are several attempts to evaluate brane charges in superalgebras in the matrix
theory approach for pp-wave backgrounds in earlier works [20] and in [21] and in the
Green-Schwarz type action approach for the AdS space [19], where new contributions to
brane charges are obtained in addition to the flat part. It is desirable to have background
dependence of a brane charge, since a brane charge is proportinal to a brane volume which
depends on a background. However these brane charges are not allowed by the central ex-
tension of the superalgebra. Possible extension of the super-AdS algebra is also discussed
[22]. In order to clarify background dependence of a brane charge and consistency of su-
peralgebras, we analyze a simple case and show how these issues incorporate. We use the
supermatrix-valued coordinates introduced in “supertwistor formulation” [16] and com-
pute brane charges analogously to [19]. We take a D0-brane case in the AdS2×S2 [6] which
is the near horizon geometry of the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole in four dimensions. Its
pp-wave limit and a flat limit are also examined.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2.1, we explain the coset con-
struction of theWick rotated AdS2×S2 space which is expressed by a coset GL(2|2)/(GL(1))4
[16]. Its Penrose limit [25] is taken for the bosonic part of AdS2×S2 in section 2.2 and
for whole part in section 2.3. In section 3 an action for a D0-brane in the AdS2×S2 space
is given. The pseudo-supersymmetric WZ term is confirmed to satisfy three criteria; 1.
its exterior derivative to be correct two-form field strength, 2. kappa-invariance of the
action, 3. correct flat limit. Its pp-wave limit and a flat limit are also given. In section 4
supercharges are obtained and brane charges are calculated by anticommutators of these
supercharges. The BPS condition and the BPS mass are also discussed.
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2 Super-AdS2×S2 and its Penrose limit
Branes in the super-AdS2×S2 background is expressed by the coset
SU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1)× SO(2) −→ GL(2|2)/(GL(1))4 (2.1)
where Wick rotations are performed and scaling degrees of freedom are introduced. An
element of the coset is denoted by ZM
A with indices M for GL(2|2) and indices A for
(GL(1))4. Two GL(1)’s are Lorentz groups of two 2-dimensional pseudospheres and other
two GL(1)’s are dilatations. At first we examine the bosonic part of the AdS2×S2 space,
[GL(2)/(GL(1))2]2, in section 2.1 and take the Penrose limit to derive the pp-wave metric
in section 2.2. The Penrose limit of the whole supergroup is presented in section 2.3.
2.1 AdS2×S2
The bosonic part of the AdS2×S2 space is [GL(2)/GL(1)2]2. Coset elements zma and zm¯a¯
correspond to a coset GL(2)/(GL(1))2 for AdS2 and another one for S
2 respectively. The
left-invariant (LI) one forms are given by
ja
b = za
mdzm
b , ja¯
b¯ = za¯
m¯dzm¯
b¯ (2.2)
where za
m and za¯
m¯ are inverse of zm
a and zm¯
a¯. These indices are contracted with the
Lorentz invariant metric δab and δa¯b¯ and the Lorentz GL(1) is assigned to SO(2). A LI
current jab is decomposed into three parts; a trace part δabj, a traceless symmetric part
j〈ab〉 and an antisymmetric part j[ab],
jab =
1
2
δabj + j〈ab〉 + j[ab] . (2.3)
If the following parameterization is chosen
zm
a = Rδam +
(
x0 x1
x1 −x0
)
(2.4)
whose inverse is
za
m =
1
R2 − (x0)2 − (x1)2 [Rδ
m
a −
(
x0 x1
x1 −x0
)
] , (2.5)
then the LI one forms are given by
j〈ab〉 =
R
R2 −∑µ(xµ)2
(
dx0 dx1
dx1 −dx0
)
. (2.6)
The metric of this Wick rotated AdS2×S2 is given by
ds2“AdS2×S2” = −
1
2
(j〈ab〉j
〈ab〉 − j〈a¯b¯〉j〈a¯b¯〉)
= − R
2
[R2 −∑µ(xµ)2]2
∑
µ=0,1
(dxµ)2 +
R2
[R2 −∑µ(xµ)2]2
∑
µ=2,3
(dxµ)2 (2.7)
expressing two 2-dimensional pseudospheres with the same unit curvature, where the
supersymmetry is imposed to restrict curvatures to be same.
2
2.2 Penrose limit of AdS2×S2
Under the global GL(2) which is generated by Gm
n’s
Gm
n = zm
aπa
n , [zm
a, πb
n] = δab δ
n
m ,
[
Gm
n, Gl
k
]
= −δnl Gmk + δkmGln (2.8)
with the conjugate momenta π’s, a contravariant vector
w〈mn〉 = z〈m
azn〉a (2.9)
is transformed as
δλwmn =
[
wmn, λk
lGl
k
]
= λm
lwln + λn
lwlm . (2.10)
If we parameterize zm
a as (2.4), w〈mn〉 becomes
w〈mn〉 = 2R
(
x0 x1
x1 −x0
)
. (2.11)
So the GL(2) generators are parameterized as
Gmn =
(
D + P0 P1 +M01
P1 −M01 D − P0
)
, (2.12)
where D,P,M are dilatation, translations, Lorentz generators respectively. The same
parameterization is chosen for another GL(2) generators Gm¯n¯ with replacing P0, P1,M01
by P3, P2,M32.
The Penrose limit is taken as follows: Introduce the lightcone variables and scale them
with the parameter Ω then take a limit Ω→ 0
P± =
1√
2
(P3 ± P0) (2.13)
P+ → Ω−2P+ , (Pi, M01, M32)→ Ω−1(Pi, M01, M32) i=1,2 , (P−, D)→ (P−, D)
and therefore
x± =
1√
2
(x3 ± x0) , x+ → Ω2x+ , xi → Ωxi , x− → x− . (2.14)
The metric (2.7), which is scaled as ds2 → Ω2ds′2 and omit prime from now on, becomes
ds2pp = Ω
−2(−1
2
)[(j〈ab〉)2 − (j〈a¯b¯〉)2]
∣∣∣rescaling (2.14), Ω→0
=
R2
[R2 − 1
2
x−2]2

2dx+dx− +
∑
i=1,2
(dxi)2 +
2dx+dx− +
∑
i=1,2(x
i)2
R2 − 1
2
(x−)2
(dx−)2


(2.15)
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with xi = (ix1, x2). After field redefinition


X i =
R
R2 − 1
2
(x−)2
xi
X+ =
R
R2 − 1
2
(x−)2
(
x+ − 1
2
x−
R2 − 1
2
(x−)2
(xi)2
)
X− = 1
2
ln
√
2R + x−√
2R− x−
, (2.16)
(2.15) recast into the familiar form
ds2pp = 2dX
+X− +
∑
i=1,2
(dX i)2 +
2
R2
∑
i=1,2
(X i)2(dX−)2 . (2.17)
A flat limit is taken by rescaling xµ → (1/R)xµ and ds2 → (1/R2)ds2 then R → ∞.
The metric (2.7) has already dilatation scale R exists which is identified to the raduis of
the curvature,
ds2flat = R
2
(
−1
2
)
[j〈ab〉j
〈ab〉 − j〈a¯b¯〉j〈a¯b¯〉] |R→∞
=

− 1[1−∑µ(xµ/R)2]2
∑
µ=0,1
(dxµ)2 +
1
[1−∑µ(xµ/R)2]2
∑
µ=2,3
(dxµ)2

 |R→∞
=
∑
µ=0,1,2,3
(dxµ)2 . (2.18)
2.3 Penrose limit of super-AdS2×S2
Now we consider a coset GL(2|2)/(GL(1))4 whose element is denoted by ZMA, and the
supergroup GL(2|2) is generated by
GM
N = ZN
AΠA
N ,
[
ZM
A,ΠB
N
}
= (−1)AδABδNM[
GM
N , GL
K
}
= (−1)N(−δNL GMK + δKMGLN ) (2.19)
where conjugate momenta Π’s are introduced. Corresponding to that bosonic lightcone
generators are defined as (2.13) for generators of GL(2) (2.12), fermionic lightcone gener-
ators are identified from the above algebra; for example,
{
G1¯
1, G1
1¯
}
∝ P− ⇒ G11¯, G1¯1 ∈
Q−,
{
G2¯
1, G1
2¯
}
∝ P+ ⇒ G12¯, G2¯1 ∈ Q+ and so on. A center (D− D¯) = StrGMN can be
neglected. Whole identification of lightcone generators with GL(2|2) is given as follows:
GMN =
D + P0 P1 +M01 Q− Q+
P1 −M01 D − P0 Q+ Q−
Q− Q+ D¯ + P3 P2 +M32
Q+ Q− P2 −M32 D¯ − P3
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where P0 = (P+ − P−)/
√
2 and P3 = (P+ + P−)/
√
2. The Penrose limit is given by
rescaling (2.13) and
Q+ → Ω−1Q+ , Q− → Q− , (2.20)
or equivalently rescaling of GL(2|2) generators as follows
GMN → Ω−2
P+
P+
P+
P+
+ Ω−1
P1,M Q+
P1,M Q+
Q+ P2, M¯
Q+ P2, M¯
+Ω0
D,P− Q−
D,P− Q−
Q− D¯, P−
Q− D¯, P−
(2.21)
and taking the limit Ω→ 0.
3 Super-D0-brane actions
The action of a super-D0-brane in AdS2×S2 is given in [6] and we reformulate this into
the “supertwistor formulation” in this section. We must construct the WZ term with
taking care of the boundary term to obtain brane charges. In section 3.1 we present a
general argument of the pseudo-supersymmetric WZ term [19]. Then the super-D0-brane
action is examined explicitly in section 3.2.
3.1 WZ term for a p-brane
In order to compute a brane charge by the anticommutator of supercharges we need to
construct the pseudo-supersymmetric WZ term. For an group element, Z, it can be
parameterized generally as Z = 1+X whose inverse is Z−1 =
∞∑
n=0
(−X)n. A left-invariant
(LI) one form current is given as
J = Z−1dZ =
∞∑
n=0
(−X)n dX , (3.1)
satisfying the Maurer-Cartan equation, dJ = −JJ . The right hand side of the integration
of the Maurer-Cartan equation is calculated as
−
∫
JJ =
∫
d
( ∞∑
n=1
(−X)n dX
)
=
∞∑
n=1
(−X)n dX + boundary term . (3.2)
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Its left-invariance requires “boundary term = dX”, so “−
∫
L.I.
JJ = J”. On the other
hand the “pseudo”-left-invariant one form is
−
∫
P.L.I.
JJ = J − dX . (3.3)
For super-p-branes the Wess-Zumino (WZ) term is given as the one-dimensional higher
space integration of LI (p+ 2) form currents
LWZ = B[p+1] =
∫
P.L.I.
H[p+2] , H[p+2] = J
p+2 , (3.4)
which is pseudo-supersymmetry invariant producing the topological p-brane charge. This
pseudo-invariance corresponds to the choice of the boundary term of the integration to
be zero. If a LI (p + 1) form current exists B˜[p+1] = J
p+1 with dB˜[p+1] = H[p+2], the
pseudo-invariant (p+ 1)-form is given by [19]
LWZ = B[p+1] = B˜[p+1] − d (X(dX)p) . (3.5)
The super-AdS group and the nondegenerate supertranslation group are the cases
where B˜2 = (J)
2 exists [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. For the nondegenerate supertranslation group
there exists the LI 2-form current
B˜[2] = JQ˜JQ , dB˜[2] = H[3] = JQJPJQ (3.6)
where Q˜ is introduced to make a nondegenerate fermionic group metric [24] and satisfies
dJQ˜ = JPJQ. The WZ term for a superstring in a flat space is given by
LWZ = B[2] = B˜[2] − d
(
XQ˜dXQ
)
. (3.7)
The auxiliary variable XQ˜ is not contained in the kinetic term, so this can be gauged
away in this case.
Now let us go back to the curved background cases. The supercoset construction is
obtained by replacing bosonic currents (2.2) with supercurrents
JA
B = ZA
MdZM
B , ZM
A =
(
1
1
)
+
(
X Θ
Θ¯ X¯
)
. (3.8)
All components are contained in X and X¯ [16, 18], especially the antisymmetric part
plays a role of auxiliary variables. The action for a Dp-brane is given by
IDp = T
∫
dp+1σ(LDBI + LWZ) (3.9)
where the Dirac-Born-Infeld term is given as
LDBI = −
√
det(grs + Frs) , grs = (J 〈ab〉r J〈ab〉,s − J 〈a¯b¯〉r J〈a¯b¯〉,s)/tr1 (3.10)
with J = dσrJr , r = 0, 1, · · · , p+ 1, the tension T and the DBI field strength Frs. The
WZ term in super-AdS spaces has the form of (3.5) and it must satisfy following three
criteria;
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1. Its exterior derivative produces the correct field strength, dLWZ,[p+1] = H[p+2] with
dH[p+2] = 0.
2. The action is kappa-symmetric.
3. Its flat limit reduces into the correct flat WZ term.
3.2 Super-D0-brane action
The action for a D0 brane is given as
ID0 =
∫
dτ (LDBI,D0 + LWZ,D0)
LDBI,D0 = T√g00 , g00 = (J 〈ab〉0 J〈ab〉,0 − J 〈a¯b¯〉0 J〈a¯b¯〉,0)/2 (3.11)
LWZ,D0 =
{
Kǫab
(
Jab0 − d(δamXmb)
)
+ K¯ǫa¯b¯
(
J a¯b¯0 − d(δa¯m¯X¯m¯b¯)
)}
where K and K¯ are determined by the kappa-symmetry as
T 2 = K2 + K¯2 (3.12)
which agrees with Zhou’s result [6].
This WZ term satisfies three criteria: The criterion 1. is confirmed easier. The two-
form RR-field strength for a D0-brane is given by
H[2] = dLWZ = −
{
Kǫab(J
acJc
b + Jac¯Jc¯
b) + K¯ǫa¯b¯(J
a¯cJc
b¯ + J a¯c¯Jc¯
b¯)
}
(3.13)
where index 0 of JAB,0 has been omitted. The field strength H[2] in a flat space contains
bilinear of fermionic indices currents only. On the other hand the one in AdS2×S2 space
contains bilinear of not only the fermionic indices currents but also the bosonic indices
currents in order to make closed form dH[2] = 0 [6]. For the expression of LWZ in (3.11)
this closure is trivial, i.e. dH[2] = ddLWZ = 0 = ddJ .
The criterion 2. is calculated as follows: If we introduce the following combination for
an arbitrary variation δZM
A
∆JAB = ZAMδZM
B , (3.14)
the kappa-variation is characterized by vanishing bosonic components
∆κJ
ab = 0 = ∆κJ
a¯b¯ (3.15)
as usual. In particular in this parameterization ∆κJ
ab¯ = κab¯ and ∆κJ
a¯b = κa¯b 1. Using
1In the canonical computation the fermionic constraints are given as [18]
D˜a¯b = Da¯b +
∂LWZ
∂Θ˙ma¯
Xm
b = 0 , D˜ab¯ = Dab¯ +
∂LWZ
∂ ˙¯Θm¯a
X¯m¯
b¯ = 0 (3.16)
with the local GL(2|2) generators,DAB’s. The kappa-variation is generated by these fermionic constraints
δκO =
[
O, Fa¯bκba¯ + Fab¯κb¯a
]
, δκZM
b = ZM
a¯κa¯
b , δκZM
b¯ = ZM
aκa
b¯ (3.17)
with these parameters are projected into half.
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the kappa-variation of currents,
δκJ
ab = Jac¯∆κJc¯
b − (∆κJac¯)Jc¯b (3.18)
and the similar for the J a¯b¯, the kappa-variation of the D0-brane action (3.11) becomes
δκLDBI = T√
g00
{
∆κJab¯
(
JacJ b¯c − J c¯b¯Jc¯a
)
+∆κJa¯b
(
JcbJc
a¯ − J a¯b¯J bb¯
)}
(3.19)
δκLWZ = −∆κJab¯
(
KǫabJ b¯b + K¯ǫ
a¯b¯Ja¯
a
)
−∆κJa¯b
(
KǫabJa
a¯ + K¯ǫa¯b¯J bb¯
)
.
The kappa-invariance of the action leads to
δκ(LDBI + LWZ) = (∆κJab¯Jc¯d +∆κJc¯dJab¯)Pab¯c¯d
Pab¯c¯d = T√
g00
(Jadδb¯c¯ − δadJ c¯b¯)− (Kǫadδb¯c¯ + K¯δadǫc¯b¯)
0 = Pab¯c¯d∆κJab¯ = Pab¯c¯d∆κJc¯d . (3.20)
Equivalently projected kappa-parameters Pab¯c¯dκab¯ = 0 = Pab¯c¯dκc¯d with the relation (3.12).
The criterion 3. is evaluated as follows: Under the flat limit which is obtained by
rescaling, X, X¯ → X/R, X¯/R, Θ, Θ¯ → Θ/√R, Θ¯/√R and LWZ → LWZ/R as well as
LDBI,D0 → LDBI,D0/R, and R→∞, the WZ term (3.11) reduces into :
LWZ,flat = −K
{
ǫabΘ¯
m¯adΘ¯m¯
b + ǫa¯b¯Θ
ma¯dΘm
b¯
}
(3.21)
where K = K¯ is imposed by requiring 4-dimensional covariance and this is consistent
with [26, 27].
The WZ term for a D0-brane in the pp-wave background is obtained by taking the
Penrose limit [25] given in (2.21). The WZ term is scaled under the Penrose limit as
LWZ → ΩLWZ as well as the DBI term LDBI → ΩLDBI . Since the antisymmet-
ric components of currents and parameters are scaled as (J[ab], J[a¯b¯]) → Ω(J[ab], J[a¯b¯]),
([X ], [X¯])→ Ω([X ], [X¯]), all terms in LWZ are survived. The LI current after taking the
Penrose limit, which is still complicated function of x− = x+ and θ−, is denoted as Jpp,AB.
Then the WZ term is written as
LWZ,pp =
{
Kǫab
(
Jabpp − d(δamXmb)
)
+ K¯ǫa¯b¯
(
J a¯b¯pp − d(δa¯m¯X¯m¯b¯)
)}
.
(3.22)
4 D0-brane charges
The Noether charges of global GL(2|2) symmetry with parameters ΛMN are modified
under the existence of the WZ term [11]
ΛNMGMN → ΛNMG˜MN = ΛNMGMN − UΛ , δΛL = dUΛ . (4.1)
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Because of δΛLDBI = 0 = δΛJ , only the total derivative terms in the WZ term in (3.11)
contribute to U which is given as
UΛ = −
(
Kǫabδ
amδΛXm
b + K¯ǫa¯b¯δ
a¯m¯δΛX¯m¯
b¯
)
, (4.2)
δΛZM
A = ΛM
LZL
A . (4.3)
This modified GL(2|2) generators are then expressed as
G˜MN = GMN + TMN{ Tmn = −K(δam +Xma)ǫabδbn , Tmn¯ = −K¯Θma¯ǫa¯b¯δb¯n¯
Tm¯n¯ = −K¯(δa¯m¯ + X¯m¯a¯)ǫa¯b¯δb¯n¯ , Tm¯n = −KΘ¯m¯aǫabδbn
, (4.4)
and also re-expressed as
G˜MN = ZM
AΠ˜AN{
Π˜an = Πan −Kǫabδbn , Π˜an¯ = Πan¯
Π˜a¯n¯ = Πa¯n¯ − K¯ǫa¯b¯δb¯n¯ , Π˜a¯n = Πa¯n
satisfying the same algebra of GL(2|2) 2. Under the existence of the WZ term Noether
charges G˜MN are conserved and generate the closed superalgebra. Fermionic parts are
identified as supercharges as G˜mn¯ ≡ QAdS,mn¯, G˜m¯n ≡ Q¯AdS,m¯n,
while bosonic parts are interpreted as sum of the bosonic charges GMN and topological
charges Tmn, Tm¯n¯ conventionally. Therefore commutators of supercharges for a D0-brane
in the AdS2×S2 background are given by
{QAdS, QAdS} = 0 =
{
Q¯AdS, Q¯AdS
}
{
Q¯AdS,m¯
n, QAdS,l
k¯
}
=
{
QAdS,l
k¯, Q¯AdS,m¯
n
}
(4.5)
= −δnl (Pm¯k¯ +Mm¯k¯ + Tm¯k¯) + δk¯m¯(Pln +Mln + Tln) + δnl δk¯m¯(D¯ −D)
where a center D¯−D = StrGMN can be ignored. The D0-brane charges are Tmn and Tm¯n¯.
They have position dependence so they are not center. The generators of this algebra are
rather Q, Q¯, G˜mn, G˜m¯n¯ than Q, Q¯, P,M, T .
Under the flat limit contributions from the WZ term are given as

Tflat,mn = −Kδamǫabδbn , Tflat,mn¯ = −K¯Θa¯mǫa¯b¯δb¯n¯
Tflat,m¯n¯ = −K¯δa¯m¯ǫa¯b¯δb¯n¯ , Tflat,m¯n = −KΘ¯am¯ǫabδbn
(4.6)
and imposing four-dimensional symmetry leads to K = K¯. The commutators of super-
charges (4.5) reduce into as
{Qflat, Qflat} = 0 =
{
Q¯flat, Q¯flat
}
{
Q¯flat,m¯
n, Qflat,l
k¯
}
=
{
Qflat,l
k¯, Q¯flat,m¯
n
}
= −δnl (Pm¯k¯ + Tflat,m¯k¯) + δk¯m¯(Pln + Tflat,ln) . (4.7)
2We thank Kiyoshi Kamimura for pointing out that a total derivative term does not change the global
symmetry algebra.
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This is the supertranslation algebra with a center for the D0-brane.
Under the Penrose limit (2.21) contributions from the WZ term are given as


Tpp,mn = −K(1+X |x+=0)maǫabδbn , Tpp,mn¯ = −K¯Θma¯ǫa¯b¯δb¯n¯
Tpp,m¯n¯ = −K¯(1+ X¯ |x+=0)m¯a¯ǫa¯b¯δb¯n¯ , Tpp,m¯n = −KΘ¯m¯aǫabδbn
. (4.8)
The commutators of supercharges become
{Qpp, Qpp} = 0 =
{
Q¯pp, Q¯pp
}
{
Q¯pp,m¯
n, Qpp,l
k¯
}
=
{
Qpp,l
k¯, Q¯pp,m¯
n
}
= −δnl (Gpp,m¯k¯ + Tpp,m¯k¯) + δk¯m¯(Gpp,ln + Tpp,ln) , (4.9)
and the concrete expression is given by


{
Q¯pp,+,m¯
n, Qpp,+,l
k¯
}
= − δnl
( √
2P+
−√2P+
)
m¯
k¯
{
Q¯pp,−,m¯n, Qpp,−,lk¯
}
= − δnl
{( √
2P−
−√2P−
)
−
(
Kx1 − K¯x2
Kx1 − K¯x2
)(
1
−1
)}
m¯
k¯ + δnl δ
k¯
m¯(D − D¯)
{
Q¯pp,+,m¯
n, Qpp,−,lk¯
}
= −δnl


(
P2 +M32
P2 −M32
)
− K¯

 1 + x−√2
1− x−√
2


(
1
−1
)
 m¯k¯
+ δm¯
k¯


(
P1 +M01
P1 −M01
)
−K

 1− x−√2
1 + x
−√
2


(
1
−1
)
 ln
(4.10)
The anticommutator
{
Q¯pp,−,m¯n, Qpp,+,lk¯
}
satisfies the same relation with the last equation
of (4.10) with opposite lightcone projection. This is the anticommutators of supercharges
for a D0-brane in the 2+2 dimensional pp-wave background, where the super-pp-algebra
part is consistent with [2, 23] by setting a center D − D¯ = StrGMN to be zero. The
D0-brane charge in the pp-wave background is independent on x+ but depend on xi’s
(i = 1, 2) and x− (x− = x+ = p+τ in the lightcone gauge). In the lightcone gauge all
supersymmetries are broken except xi = 0, since Q+ are broken because of P+ 6= 0 and
Q− are also broken for xi 6= 0 [8].
In order to examine the BPS condition let us compare with the case of a D0-brane in
a flat space. The supercharge Qα and the fermionic constraint D˜α satisfy the following
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anticommutators [27]
{Qα, Qβ} = −2C(Pµγµ − Tγ11) = −2MBPSP+,αβ
⇒
{
Q+ = QP+ · · · broken ⇒ θ+ Nambu-Goldstone mode
Q− = QP− · · · unbroken ⇒ θ− independent observables (4.11){
D˜α, D˜β
}
= 2C(Pµγ
µ − Tγ11) = 2MBPSP+,αβ
⇒
{
D˜+ = D˜P+ · · · second class ⇒ 1/2 (in phase space) θ+physical
D˜− = D˜P− · · · first class, κ symmetry ⇒ θ− gauged away
with
{
Qα, D˜β
}
= 0. The right hand side of {Q,Q} is the BPS projection operator while
the one of
{
D˜, D˜
}
is the kappa-symmetry projection operator. For a particle case they
coincide, but in general they are similar but not equal [27]. The BPS projection operator
is P+,αβ and the BPS mass is MBPS ≥ T .
In flat space (mass)2 classifies BPS states. In curved space a quadratic Casimir op-
erator c[2], which is the background covariant Hamiltonian, corresponds to (mass)
2. The
quadratic Casimir operator in the super-AdS and the super-pp-wave spaces are given as
[7, 25] c[2],sAdS = (Pµ)
2 + (Mµν)
2 and c[2],spp = (Pµ)
2 + (P ∗i)2 where P,M, P ∗ are trans-
lation, Lorentz rotation, boost parts of the Lorentz rotation generators respectively. In
cases of AdS2×S2 and four-dimensional pp-wave space, c[2],sAdS = c[2],spp. Analogously
to (4.11) the BPS projection operator P+ is obtained from the right hand side of the
anticommutator of supercharges (4.5) in the Majorana supercharge basis [6]
{Qα, Qβ} ≡ −2√c[2]P+,αβ , (4.12)
and the quadratic Casimir is bounded below
c[2] ≥ K2 + K¯2 = T 2 . (4.13)
If a D0-brane in a ground state has only non-zero value in P0 component and is located
at the origin, the BPS projection operator is given as
P+,αβ = 1− ǫIJ
(
K√
K2 + K¯2
γ0 ⊗ 1+ K¯√
K2 + K¯2
γ0γ ⊗ γ¯
)
(4.14)
where I = 1, 2 for N = 2 γµ and γ¯µ¯ are gamma-matrices for AdS2 and S
2 spaces and
γ = γ0γ1 and γ¯ = γ¯2γ¯3 [6]. It can be seen that a D0-brane is a 1/2 supersymmetry
preserving BPS state. For the four dimensional pp-wave background limit this form stays
the same for a D0-brane. For the flat limit two kappa-coefficients become equal K = K¯,
and reduce into the similar form with (4.11).
5 Conclusions
We have shown that in curved backgrounds Noether charges are also modified by the WZ
term, and anticommutators of fermionic Noether charges produce a brane charge. The
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p-form field strength is no longer a trivial element of CE cohomology after subtracting
the total derivative term from the super-invariant WZ term. The brane charge in the
anticommutator of supercharges is not a center, but can be absorbed into the bosonic
generators and then the algebra closes.
The commutators of supercharges for a D0-brane in the AdS2×S2 and in the pp-
wave limit are given in (4.5) and (4.10), and brane charges are given in (4.4) and (4.8).
These contributions from the WZ term are absorbed in conjugate momenta, and the
resultant algebras are the same algebra with the original super-AdS2×S2/super-pp-wave
algebras. The brane charges have position dependence; xµ (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3) dependence in
the AdS, x−, xi (i = 1, 2) dependence in the pp-wave limit and no position dependence in
a flat limit. In the lightcone gauge, where P+ 6= 0 then Q+’s are broken, the dynamical
supercharges Q− are preserved only for xi = 0 as discussed in [8]. In the static gauge
half supersymmetry condition is given by the BPS projection P+ where the square of
the quadratic Casimir is bounded below with the value T =
√
K2 + K¯2. It is natural to
expect the above properties for general p-branes.
It is also important to examine general brane configurations. This background covari-
ant approach presents more general description including a D0-brane, which is excluded
in the lightcone gauge approach since the lightcone gauge restricts x± to be Neumann
boundary condition. Toward better understanding of D-branes, dualities, gauge theory
correspondence and quantum theories further studies are required.
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